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pixelated dungeon crawl rpg

The Shadow King dwells in the Cerulean 
Citadel, behind an im penetrable  

barrier. All the while, his evil influ-
ence is spreading across Cerulea. 

The most fearsome of his beasts have 
fortified perilous lairs, from which 

monsters spawn and terrorize the region. 

These beasts each protect a Trinity 
fragment. The Trinity is a legendary 

arti fact which once restored is  
capable of breaking down the barrier 

surrounding the Cerulean Citadel,  
and defeating the Shadow King.

master agenda
 ► Prepare dungeons full of trials and monsters.

 ► Apply the rules when things are clear cut,  

and make rulings when they aren't.

 ► Be fair, but challenge the players and their heroes.

 ► Strive to say "yes" to the players' creative  

ideas and solutions.

 ► Don't hesitate to use video game logic.

campaign play
The Shadow King has split the Trinity into three  

fragments. He has hidden each of these fragments  

inside a dungeon, with a boss to protect it.

Once the heroes have gathered all three frag- 

ments, they can enter the Cerulean Citadel and  

face the Shadow King.

items
Items can be found in treasure chest inside dungeons,  

be purchased in shops, or be given as a rewards. 

dd item
11 Bottle. Can hold a potion, a bug, or a pixie.

12 Candle. Lights up dark places, immolates objects.

13 Giant leaf. Can create gusts of wind.

14 Hero's shield.  +1D to DEFEND.

21 Hammer. Can destroy objects.

22 Bow. Ranged weapon. 1Dx5 arrows.

23 Magic cape. Can turn wearer invisible.  

Uses 1 ENERGY per ROUND.

24 Medium pouch. Grants three extra item slots.

31 Boomerang. Can retrieve items from a distance. 

32 Grappling hook. Can grab things from a distance.

33 Power bracelet. Wearer can lift heavy objects.

Uses 1 ENERGY per lift.

34 Shrink cap. Wearer can turn tiny, and back to 

regular size.  Uses 1 ENERGY when turning tiny.

41 Large pouch. Grants six extra item slots.

42 Fire staff. Can shoot fire projectiles. ATTACK 

reduces 1 TOUGHNESS. Uses 1 ENERGY per use.

43 Ice staff. Can shoot ice projectiles. ATTACK freezes 

target for 1D ROUNDS. Uses 1 ENERGY per use.

44 Magic dowser. Vibrates when there is something 

hidden inside the current room.

loot
 ► Roll when heroes search a  

regular chest, or the like. 

 ► Roll 1D when heroes defeat  

a monster: 1-2 No loot;  

3-4 Roll loot.

2d loot
2 Pixie. Fully restores HEARTS and ENERGY for one 

hero. Can be caught in a bottle. Usable once.

3 Arrows. 1Dx5 pieces.

4 GEMS. 1Dx5 pieces.

5 Snack. Restores 1 HEART and 1 ENERGY. 

6 Meal. Restores 3 HEARTS and 3 ENERGY.

7 Bombs. 2D pieces.

8 Container. Increases maximum HEARTS/ENERGY  

by 1. Roll 1D: 1-3 HEART;  4 ENERGY.



overworld locations
 ► Cerulean Citadel. The once magnificent castle of 

 the royal family. Now corrupted by the Shadow King's  

evil and surrounded by an impenetrable barrier.

 ► Paragon Lake. A large clear lake dotted with small 

islands. Now infested with monsters.

 ► Gloomwood. A vast and dense forest, shrouded in a myster-

ious mist. Now cursed by a maleficent presence.

 ► Mount Oblivion. An imposing rocky mountain, its peak cir-

cled by clouds. Now afflicted with volcanic activity.

 ► Koaku Village. A small and cozy hamlet-idyllic,  

despite everything going on. Ducks roam free.

creating dungeons
1 Randomize or pick a theme and architecture for the 

dungeon. Name the dungeon-for instance Temple of 

Flame, Sky Ship, or Moon Cavern.

2 Roll 3D to determine the number of rooms in  

the dungeon, or just decide for yourself.

3 Randomize or pick a challenge for each room. If there 

are five or more rooms, one of them should contain an 

item chest. If there are six or more rooms, one of them 

should contain a boss.

4 Expand on the content of each room.

5 Layout the dungeon in a suitable manner.

6 Add corridors to taste.

7 Add/alter details and content as you see fit.

dd theme architecture
11 Fire/Flame/Volcano Cave/Cavern/Grotto

12 Water/Ocean/Lake Tower

13 Shadow/Darkness/

Black

Temple/Shrine/ 

Sanctuary

14 Wind/Air/Sky Castle/Palace

21 Spirit/Ghost Belly

22 Forest/Jungle Crypt/Grave/Tomb

23 Swamp/Mire Ship

24 Ice/Snow/Frost House/Manor

31 Earth/Stone/Rock Fortress/Keep

32 Light/Sun/Moon Tree

33 Death/Skull/Doom Lair/Den

34 Sand/Desert/Dune Maze/Labyrinth

41 Mechanical/Clockwork Mountain/Rock/Peak

42 Time Dungeon

43 Spider Woods/Forest

44 Snake Mine/Quarry

inhabitants
Most inhabitants are focused on one single thing, and 

prefer to talk only about that. They generally know very 

little about other things, and try to steer the conver-

sation towards their focus. 

challenges
Challenges are problems the heroes need to solve  

in order to open a locked door, be able to go through  

a room, or get their hands on treasure.

dd challenge
11-14 Monsters. Roll reaction.

21 Switch puzzle. Find a hidden button and press 

it; hold a floor switch down to keep the door 

open; pull a lever from a distance.

22 Push puzzle. Push a particular block; rotate 

a statue in a particular direction; rearrange 

blocks in a particular pattern.

23 Lantern puzzle. Light all the lanterns;  

put out all the lanterns; light lanterns in  

a particular order; light lanterns in a  

particular pattern.

24 Teleport puzzle. Figure out the correct  

order of teleports; find the correct way or  

get teleported back to the beginning.

31 Hidden door. Bomb a cracked wall; cut through 

an overgrown opening; move a bookcase; melt a 

block of ice; pull down a tapestry.

32 Key in a chest. There is a locked door.  

The chest is in a different room.

33 Key on a monster. There is a locked door.  

The monster is in a different room.

34 Key from a puzzle. There is a locked door.  

The puzzle is in a different room.

41 Elevation obstacle. Traverse a pit; push a  

block to be able to climb up; pull down a  

ladder; raise the ground level.

42 Wall obstacle. Bomb stone blocks; melt ice  

walls; put out fire.

43 Liquid obstacle. Drain the water; lower the 

lava level. Usually through a puzzle, perhaps 

in a different room.

44 Darkness obstacle. Avoid pits in the dark;  

fight monsters in darkness; find the  

light switch.

monsters & bosses
dd boss feature monster
11 Nightmare/Grim Bat (2D). HARM 1, TOUGHNESS 1. 

12 Electric/Lightning Slime (2D). HARM 1, TOUGHNESS 1. 

13 Mighty/Strong Octopus (2D). HARM 1,  

TOUGHNESS 1. 

14 Magical/Enchanted Carnivorous plant (2D).  

HARM 1, TOUGHNESS 1. 

21 Phantom/Spirit Spider (2D). HARM 1,  

TOUGHNESS 1. 

22 Master/Chief/ 

Captain

Goblin (2D). HARM 1,  

TOUGHNESS 2. 

23 Giant/Big/Great Skeleton (2D). HARM 1,  

TOUGHNESS 2. 

24 Frost Ghost (1D). HARM 1, TOUGHNESS 2. 

31 Iron/Armored Lizard kin (1D). HARM 1,  

TOUGHNESS 3. 

32 Blind Worm (1D). HARM 1, TOUGHNESS 3. 

33 King/Queen Troll (1D). HARM 1, TOUGHNESS 3. 

34 Dark/Shadow Knight (1D/2). HARM 2,  

TOUGHNESS 3. 

41 Death/Undead Cyclops (1). HARM 2, TOUGHNESS 4. 

42 Stone Golem (1). HARM 2, TOUGHNESS 4. 

43 Fire/Flame Centaur (1). HARM 2, TOUGHNESS 4. 

44 Twins/Brothers/

Sisters

Dragon (1). HARM 3,  

TOUGHNESS 5. 

2d monster reaction
2-3 Attacks, and will chase the heroes.

4-5 Attacks, but will not chase the heroes.

6-7 Only attacks if the heroes come to close.

8 Wants to talk, about something specific.

bosses
A boss is a larger monster, with a special feature, and a 

certain action moveset. They have 1D/2 HARM and 4+1D TOUGH-

NESS. When a boss is defeated, the heroes gain a Trin ity 

frag ment, and increase their maximum HEARTS by 1 each.

1d boss action
1 Special Attack. Usually related to the boss'  

feature or its monster type.

2 Attack. A regular attack.

3 Displacement. For instance, a sweep aimed at all 

heroes, or the boss might teleport.

4 Defense. A defensive action, which makes the boss im-

pervious to attacks for the entirety of the ROUND.


